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By Steven Mix

Steven Mix, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. Step out once again to the edge of never, where strange mutations roam the wastes
of a post-apocalyptic California. The Zombie Civil Rights Group has returned, continuing in their
struggle against the undead, against the dictatorial Judge who rules Falling Sands with a gluttonous
fist, and against a new and certifiably insane threat that frustrates our heroes at every step, the Fine
Line Protectorate. Donathan, the speedy gunslinger; Ashley, the bat-wielding virtuoso fighter; and
Mason, the luckiest artist ever to wield a heavy machine gun leap off the pages into the reader s
imagination once again, surrounded by colorful characters both virtuous and vile. A surprisingly
touching sequel, Deep Cuts continues asking readers to consider the value and meaning of
humanity even as it provides massive fistfuls of over-the-top action and clever humor. Steven Mix
has done it again. Kelly R., Red Adept Editing Life s not easy in a post-apocalypse world for
Donathan, Mason, Ashley, and Nyla. They have to figure out how to survive every night in an
otherworldly California where the zombie hordes have all developed different mutations and
abilities....
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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